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FROM THE PRESIDENT

By Scott Keimig
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Moto celebrities, the Road of Bones and Netflix
Surprisingly, it’s been ten years* since
at your GS and say, “Isn’t your bike a lot
riders in our midst. While holding up
Charley Boorman and Ewan McGregor
like the ones those British actors used to
walls, we talk about Charley and Ewan,
rode R 1150 GS machines, chasing
ride around the world?” Yet they have no
Neale Bayly, Ron Ayers, Helge Pedersen,
their shadows across Europe, Asia and
familiarity with the significant accomplish- Lyle Lovett, Ted Simon, Alton Brown and
North America. Doubtless, the ensuing
ments of LWR’s predecessors. I suspect
Neal Peart like we know them. We do
book and TV series, both titled Long Way
over the past ten years, the LWR video
know them — figuratively — and for some
Round (LWR), did much to promote adcaused more than a few golfing neighbors of us, literally. Perhaps they identify as
venture riding and BMW bike sales. Well
to scan Craigslist for adventure bikes or
riders even more centrally than through
before LWR came to
their celebrity — who
Got sun in my face, sleeping rough on the road.
light, Ed Culberson,
they are, rather than
I’ll tell you all about it when I get home.
Ted Simon, Helge
what they do for
Pedersen and others Gonna roll up the sidewalk, gonna tear up the ground. a living. I think we
documented epic
sense this as fellow
Comin’ round to meet you — the long way ‘round.
tours on bikes in
so rather than
—Kelly Jones/Stereophonics riders,
some wonderfully
being star-struck, we
entertaining books, but Charley and Ewan
maybe visit BMW dealerships on Satchat with them at roadside cafes, rallies,
had sufficient name recognition to obtain
urdays. Perhaps some of those golfers
dealership presentations and bike shows
financial underwriting to have their travels are now in the BMWBMW membership
like we would with any other rider. Some
video-recorded by a professional support
directory — who knows, maybe you’re one
of us may have ridden significant miles in
team. At the time, some critics rebuked
of them! I confess that the purchase of
their company. I wonder how many golfers
the LWR project specifically due to its
my third BMW, a 2005 R 1200 GS, was
have played a couple rounds with Tiger
use of a support team and its underlying
much affected by the quixotic depiction
Woods or Arnold Palmer.
financial backing. I have an alternative
of adventure riding presented in the LWR
*LWR popped up on my Netflix recommended list renotion. I believe the LWR video made
video.
cently, so I viewed it again and noted some changes
in my perspective of the series over these ten years.
adventure riding mainstream and is the
This leads me to the recurrent familI’m also re-reading the LWR book and Culberson’s
very reason golf-playing neighbors look
iarity with which we regard the celebrity
book, Obsessions Die Hard.

Nearly two dozen club members turned out for the August breakfast gathering at the Main Street Pub in Clifton. Photo by Chase Hinderstein
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CLUB BUSINESS
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By Wes Fleming, Newsletter Chair and Member #25157

Proposal to alter the Board of Directors
I have proposed to the Board of Directors to merge the Newsletter Committee and the Internet Committee into one body heretofore known as the Media Committee. The Board agreed that this
measure be put to a vote by the club’s membership. The vote to
make these changes to the club’s bylaws and organization will
take place as part of our regular election cycle in October.
As we progress deeper into the 21st century, there is an
increasing shift from traditional methods of information distribution to new ones. In addition, more and more Americans are
becoming “wired,” that is, connected to and using the Internet
more in their daily lives. I believe that for BMWBMW to continue
to be relevant in its members’ lives and grow to include more
members, the club must also embrace this change in media and
can do so by blending the existing Newsletter and Internet committees into one new committee, the Media Committee.
This will enable cleaner and more efficient transmission of
information from the Board to its members and from the club to
prospective members.
From a functional standpoint, this means that the Media
Chair would serve on the Board of Directors instead of the
Newsletter Chair. On a practical level, the Media Chair can be
either the Editor or the Webmaster. It could also be another club
member that doesn’t fill either of those positions, but rather is
strictly the head of the Media Committee and serves as such in
a coordinating role between the Editor, Webmaster, the Board
of Directors, and the club’s membership. The Media Chair, then,
need not have any expertise in putting out a monthly publication
or maintaining a website.
Logistically, this may work somewhat awkwardly because this
change — if approved by the members — takes place at the same
time as the 2015 election. To reduce any awkwardness during
the transition from the Newsletter Chair position to the Media
Committee Chair position, I am also proposing that, following
this year’s election, whomever wins the Newsletter Chair position simply be made the Media Committee Chair for the 2015
Board of Directors term. For 2015, then, the positions of Media
Committee Chair and BTS Editor will both be held by one person,
the person that wins the election for Newsletter Chair. Starting
in 2016, the Media Committee Chair and BTS Editor may be
separated — depending, of course, on members volunteering to
fill those roles.
This does mean that, should no club member volunteer as
BTS Editor or Webmaster, the Media Committee Chair would be
responsible for maintaining both of those institutions until such
a time as a club member volunteers and is appointed by the
Board of Directors.
This would require amending the club’s bylaws, as follows.
IV. 1. b. Newsletter Committee — section to be completely replaced by the proposed new section, below.
IV. 2. c. Internet Committee — section to be struck and subsequent sections d through h re-lettered to c through g.

V. Board of Directors — this bylaw would need to be amended,
as below, to reflect the elimination of the Newsletter chair and
introduction of the Media chair.
VI. Elections — this bylaw would need to be amended to reflect
the change from the Newsletter Chair to the Media Chair.
Proposed new bylaw section IV. 1. b.
IV. 1. b. Media Committee
The Media Committee is responsible for the club’s online and
print presence. This includes, but is not limited to, the publication on a monthly basis the club’s newsletter magazine, Between the Spokes, the design and content of the club’s website,
www.bmwbmw.org, and any social media presence the Board of
Directors chooses to maintain.
IV. 1. b. 1) Editor, Between the Spokes (BTS)
There are three facets to the job. The first includes collecting
content for publication, including articles from the membership and the Board of Directors, obtaining advertisements from
advertisers, and coordinating various monthly and seasonal
events that need to be published. The second is laying out and
editing the monthly publication, then ensuring it is delivered to
the printer in order that the membership receives it on or near
the first day of the month. Lastly, highlight features and event
information from the newsletter must be delivered (preferably
by email) to the club’s Webmaster for inclusion on the club’s
website.
IV. 1. b. 2) Webmaster
The Webmaster is responsible for the design and content of the
club’s website and electronic mailing list(s). The Webmaster
must keep the site updated with current content, take advantage of current web technology, and ensure the site is functioning properly. The Webmaster is also responsible for interacting
with web vendors, maintaining the club’s domain name registration/certificate, and sending out periodic emails to the club
membership at the instruction of the Board of Directors.
Proposed change to bylaw section V.
Only the first line of this bylaw need be changed, from:
There shall be a Board of Directors consisting of the four elected
officers and the committee chairpersons for Membership and
Newsletter.
To:
There shall be a Board of Directors consisting of the four elected
officers and the committee chairpersons for Membership and
Media.

VOTE ON THIS PROPOSAL! See page 19 for details.
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Board of Directors Candidate Statements

Scott Keimig — President

I am a third generation motorcyclist and have been on and
around bikes since the 1950s. I became active in the BMW riding community 20 years ago, riding a series of R, F and K models of BMW motorcycles, and joined BMW Bikers of Metropolitan
Washington in 1995. I have found the last four years, first as
secretary, then two years as VP and then this year as president
of BMWBMW, to be highly rewarding in terms of expanding my
technical and personal resources and, more importantly, in being able to impact the direction of our club.
Outside the club I have done what I can to improve the lot
of motorcyclists as a whole in our region — primarily as an MSF
instructor for 17 years to also include positions as the Frederick training center manager and a quality assurance specialist
overseeing MSF training. On several occasions, I have taught
ERC classes at the BMW MOA rallies. For the last five years I
have been an instructor for Total Control Advanced Riding Clinics, teaching regionally and at the BMW MOA in Bloomsburg, PA.
I am an ardent advocate of advanced rider training and believe
it is one of the most effective means of increasing one’s enjoyment of the sport of motorcycling. I have also contributed to the
motorcycling community by publishing articles in Motorcycle
Consumer News, BMW MOA Owners News, and our own brilliant
example of a club publication, Between the Spokes.
My goal as president is to ensure the club provides members
with the resources and services they value most. I have long believed that the Square Route Rally (SRR) is the jewel in the crown
for our club. Its reach includes many members whose main
interaction with the club is via this one event. As Rally Chair of
the 38th and 39th SRR, I expanded and refined a number of the
traditional benefits of the SRR (more group rides, more grand
prizes, etc.) I plan to continue this evolvement with a particular aim of appealing to a larger circle of attendees, including
younger and beginning riders.
Engaging younger/newer riders is a particular focus of mine,
as a review of the club’s demographic composition showed few
members are under the age of 40. It has become quite apparent
at club meetings, rides and rallies that we need to do a better
job in appealing to younger riders. Decades ago when this club
was young, its membership and leaders were largely comprised
of young riders, but has become greyer over the passing years.
To counter this, in one of my first acts as president, I filled each
of the open committee chairs with younger riders. We have had
many new ideas brought to the table by these new chairs and
have some of them running for officer positions this cycle. If
elected, my plan is to ramp-up this initiative by the sustained
inclusion of additional younger riders.
In essence, I believe a club officer is charged with representing the expressed needs of the membership and striving to
attain these to the best ability of the club’s resources. If elected
club president, I would do my utmost to take the club to its highest level of relevance in this, our 41st anniversary year. I would
truly be grateful for your vote. Thank you.

Kurtis Minder — Vice President

I started riding about a decade ago, inspired by my father-inlaw and the need to get out of the city (Chicago) occasionally.
That same father-in-law purchased a 2001 R 1200 C Phoenix for
me as a gift. Thus began my love for the BMW brand. I attended

a handful of MOA nationals and loved the community the national club was attempting to foster. I searched to find BMWBMW
and joined four years ago and attended the SRR that same year.
I have since let the beautiful Phoenix go and currently ride a
‘05 R 1200 GS. My wife, Kate, sports a F 800 ST. On the weekends you can frequently find us roaming the hills of VA and MD
or pitching a tent along side our motos in the state and national
parks.
This year, with encouragement from other club members, I
took the Events Chair position. I saw this as an opportunity to
get to know the club better and make a positive impact on the
club and the key events. In addition, I continue to work with the
board on items including technology improvement, club feedback, communication, and membership.
Outside the club, I am a technologist and driven entrepreneur. As the CEO of a tech start-up in DC, I am responsible for
the fiscal health and growth of the company. This requires a
multidisciplined approach to business. I continue to apply my
skills for the benefit of the club and its members.
This upcoming year I plan to continue to improve on the tradition that is the Square Route Rally. Soliciting feedback from our
members, learning lessons, and applying that knowledge tactfully so that our 41st rally will be the best one yet. As events chair,
I served as the rally co-chair and saw firsthand how much hard
work goes into creating the event. I contributed materially to the
rally’s fiscal success and I plan to make the 41st SRR a bigger
and better event. I have begun applying what we have learned,
and focusing those lessons into tools that can be effective for
future rally chairs like standard procedures and key milestones.
One of my key goals for this and next year revolves around
membership. I will work closely with the Membership Chair to
identify sources for new members and attrition and assist in
implementing processes to retain our members and lock in new
members. Further, I will continue to assist the club president
with his goals and efforts.
I am encouraged by the folks I see at the club meetings, the
tech days, and at the dealerships. We have a diverse and active
club and a great regional rally in the SRR. I plan to put my best
into each contribution to do right by the club members both
fiscally and operationally. Please accept my gratitude for your
consideration and hopefully your vote. Thanks!

Henry Winokur — Treasurer

For those of you who don’t know me, I’m Henry Winokur. The
good news is I’ve been riding for 35+ years. The bad news is that
because of a medical condition discovered in mid-2013, I’ve
had to give up riding, and unless things change significantly, I’m
done. I am, alas, forced to sell my bike, a very cherry 2007
R 1200 RT — contact me if you’d be interested in purchasing it. It
has lots of farkles and is in tip-top condition
I’ve been a member of BMWBMW for about 10 years. My
forum handle is henwin. I am now a happily retired Maryland
and MSF, but-still-certified, instructor and former training center
manager. I continue to work part time for the Maryland Motorcycle Safety Program at shows and other events. I have been a
member of the Baltimore-Washington Ride for Kids Task Force
where my major responsibility is Route Coordinator.
Accomplishments since I joined the BoD as treasurer in 2011:

• I put the Club’s bookkeeping records back into Quicken.
• I have developed and continue to refine methods for tracking
our income, particularly through PayPal.
• Since moving back to Quicken, we are now able to keep exact
records of expenses (what got paid to whom, when) and income (who paid for what, when). Getting reports generated
is now much easier.
• I wrote — and continue to refine — the Treasurer’s portion of
the club’s on-going attempt at a Club Procedures Manual.
• This year, 2014, I was instrumental in getting the club over to
a standard calendar year so that it will be easier for everyone to understand our income and expenses, since they will
now be on a calendar year basis.
• This year, I was responsible for what some have called “the
best registration experience, ever” at the Club’s Square
Route Rally.
Even though I can no longer ride, I have decided that taking care
of business here at BMWBMW is something I wish to continue to
do…assuming you will have me. I love doing this job for you and
want to continue for a while longer. I hope that you will vote for
me when the time comes in October.

Jim Howland — Secretary

I have enjoyed being part of the BMWBMW which compliments my long term engagement with the Airheads Beemer
Club, where I was the membership chairman for five years and
met many local members of both organizations. In that role, I
restructured and managed the rebuild of the website and manage the daily operations of the membership with both online,
email and mail. Similarly, I have been the registrar for an antique
tractor club, where I took the lead on incorporating, managing
the membership and publishing a printed newsletter. Hopefully
my lessons learned here can help the BMWBMW board with the
joy and challenges of club management.
I own several BMW airheads and Moto Guzzis, all of which
have been rebuilt, restored and maintained by myself. I enjoy
winding country roads over the rat race of today’s highways
and the race around the beltway! After 30 years of wrenching
and riding, mileage wise I am over 300,000 on airheads and
100,000 on Guzzis, but recently learning the joy of a more modern bike, an R 1100 RT. Wow — ABS brakes and a gas gauge!

Shannon Krammes — Membership Chair

I am looking forward to running for the BMWBMW Membership Chair position this year. Over the last few years I have had
the honor and privilege of getting to know many members of the
BMWBMW club and the particular pleasure of getting to know
and working with some fabulous board members! Their dedication to the club, and its members, has always impressed me
and, if given the opportunity, I plan to rise to the challenge and
pay it forward in this upcoming year.
As you may have read, the Membership Chair is responsible
for disseminating membership information to all interested parties and maintaining, with the help of the Treasurer, a current
membership list. I think this position could offer even more
through promoting our wonderful club during the numerous
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events that we offer every year. In addition, I will
continue to work with our local BMW dealers to
ensure that new BMW owners know about our fantastic club and
all it has to offer. As Membership Chair, I look forward to reminding our current members and informing potential future members of all the activities our club offers, including:

1. First and foremost, the opportunity to practice safe motorcycle riding.
2. Touring opportunities, both regional and national.
3. The pooling of knowledge and experience.
4. A great social outlet (my favorite one).
5. An endless assortment of maintenance and technical knowledge.
If you choose to vote for me as Membership Chair this year,
I promise to devote the requisite time and energy to making
BMWBMW a club of the members, by the members, for the
members! Looking forward to seeing you at the next BMWBMW
event!!!

Wes Fleming — Newsletter Chair

It’s easy to rest on your laurels, I suppose, though that’s not
always the best way to hang on to a job. It works for some folks,
but I’ve always been a proponent of moving forward.
As many of you know, I’ve been the Newsletter Chair (aka
BtS Editor) since 2012. Since I took over the role, I’ve put out
34 monthly issues of the club’s magazine (including this one)
and — just this past summer — one digital-only special edition.
I’ve changed BtS quite a bit at this point, trying to do so somewhat gradually so as not to step on too many of tradition’s toes.
People get used to the way something is done (or the way it
looks), and changing that thing can be a delicate process. I’ve
gotten a few suggestions along the way and certainly a few complaints, but for the most part, BMWBMW members seem to like
the direction BtS is going.
My favorite aspect of getting BtS out every month is getting to
read things that club members send in, but that’s become more
difficult in 2014. I’ve noticed a gradual diminishing of effort from
the club in filling the pages of the club’s own magazine, a publication which is designed to educate, inform and even amuse
ourselves about what we’ve all done, are doing and will do in the
future. The less material you send me, the more I have to write
myself.
Maybe what I’m really saying here is that I’d like more club
members to submit material — stories and photos of their trips,
adventures, training sessions, favorite places to eat, fun roads
to ride. Between the Spokes is meant to be a publication of the
club, for the club and by the club. I suppose to that end, one of
my goals in 2015 is to increase club member participation with
BtS. It doesn’t just mean less work for me — it means more fun
for you!
I look forward to serving the club as Newsletter Chair (and
hopefully Media Chair) in 2015. See you there — wherever there
may be!
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By Nicki Watkins

London (Ontario) calling

This statue of a regal soldier overlooks Victoria Park. At right, Nicki’s husband Bruce in his
namesake town.

My husband and I took our first long distance ride together in
May. I rode my 2005 F 650 CS and Bruce rode his 2007 K 1200
GT. We left on a Saturday and headed for our first stop in New
York. It was a beautiful day: the sun was shining, and there was
little wind. We made a random stop in Halifax to see their local
festival. Everyone at the event was very friendly, asking where
we were from and where we were going. After that we rode on to
our hotel to rest for the night.
The next day we got up early and hit the road for Canada! We
didn’t know it at the time, but we were in for a very long, rough
day. The weather turned cold and extremely windy. This leg of
our journey was a little over 300 miles, which was the longest I
had ever ridden in one day. We had to make a stop to hook up
my heated gear. About an hour later, we had to stop to make a
bandage of sorts because my heated gloves burned my skin. We
finally made it to the border crossing. The border guy gave Bruce
a hard time, but we made it through. We stopped at a little diner
right on the other side of the border for brunch. It took another
three hours of riding in constant wind to get to Woodfield Bed
and Breakfast.
It didn’t take us long to walk the entire city of London the following day. It is a cute little town with shops and tons of places
to eat. We found a year-round farmers’ market that became a
daily visit. We could always find good food and snacks there,
plus all of the vendors were very kind. By day four we were ready
to go adventuring on the bikes again. Bruce had a few routes on
his GPS that he found on a BMW board. We went to Port Bruce,
rode through a First Nations reservation and had lunch in a little
town called Port Stanley. We hit a lot of dirt roads on our adventures that day. Bruce’s big GT did well on all of the roads, and my
CS did great as well. We came to realize very quickly that finding
winding roads in this part of Canada was going to be hard. Most

of the roads were straight and not much fun to ride on.
On day five we went back out, hoping to find interesting
places and maybe a few fun roads. We made a stop at a folk art
shop called Winter Wheat. Bruce had read an article about the
place and it was as fun as it sounded. We found a Bee Harvest
store as well. The visitor part was closed for the season, but we
had a chance to sample their many honey products. I wish we
could go back and buy more of their stuff!
Day six was our planned trip to Niagara Falls. We rode two-up
on the GT for this trip, and it was a very long day on the bike. It
was still so cold that most of the water was frozen over, but it
was still a very cool sight to see. After that we wandered around
the area for a few hours before heading out to meet Amelia, a
friend of Bruce’s who lives there. We had lunch at Boston Pizza.
That place was so awesome that I wish they had them here. It
was a great ending to a very long day. Once we left dinner it was
still another two hours before we got back to our B&B for our
very last night in Canada.
By day seven we were ready to be on our way home. We
decided to take back roads to New York. The interstate was too
boring and straight for us to handle! The weather was sunny and
warm; the ride was just amazing. We made Watkins Glen our
midway point to the hotel. The place we had planned to eat at
was closed due to some plumbing renovations, so we had to find
a plan B. The town is very small, so our options were pretty slim.
Finally, on day eight we headed for home. This was the very first
day we hit any rain. We had managed to stay ahead (or behind)
of the rain on our entire trip.
Overall the trip was a good experience. I was able to put a
good amount of miles on my bike and Bruce got to ride somewhere new on his new GT.
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BIKE OF THE MONTH: R 1200 GSW

|

By Neale Bayly

Neale Bayly rides ...and rides ...and rides
Photo courtesy Neale Bayly

I’ve ridden just about every BMW made in the last 10-15 years, and was obviously excited to get my hands on the “Water Boxer.”
What’s not to like about the idea? More power, slick styling and all the usual BMW sophistication. Having ridden this model in a number of places around the world, and having one here for the last year for commuting to light touring, I am in love. But it wasn’t always
that way.
The finicky fly-by-wire throttle bothered me a lot in the beginning. Too fussy when the bike was cold. Interestingly enough, most
of the fuss I’ve had here with mine in the States was absent on the UK and South African models. Perhaps the higher octane gas
there makes a difference. Maybe my model just is quirky. Now I’m used to the very light throttle, I’m over my early complaints and
my favorite things are it’s fast, incredibly smooth, super comfortable and it handles really well if you want to get a little sporty. Great
for passengers and does everything very well. Biggest plus for me is, I have a motorcycle in the garage I can jump on at a minute’s
notice and go cross country in comfort — on any sort of road.
I would like to change the tires for a more aggressive off road pattern, but then I would need some crash bars and protection, so
I’m on the fence at the moment due to time constraints with personal life and business — and having too many motorcycles in the
garage.
I hated BMWs as a young man. Old men rode them and they were boring to me. Fell in love with adventure traveling and ended
up prepping a R 800 GS Paris/Dakar replica for South America. Unfortunately I broke my back, but did go on to ride the bike somewhere between 30-40,000 miles and got hooked. Since then, I’ve tested most BMWs made since early 2001 in various parts of the
world from Namibia to Peru.
To prep a bike for an extended trip, you just take a BMW, then get on and ride it. Seriously, as a journalist I haven’t ridden my own
motorcycle any significant distance in over 15 years; I almost always ride new test bikes. In the past, when I made independent trips,
I made sure the bikes were in good shape for the trip, with proper servicing and replacing any parts that were worn so I wouldn’t
have to do too much on the road. (For more info about Neale’s rides, see his website, http://www.nealebayly.com —Ed.)
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Ride for Kids

The 2014 Baltimore/Washington Ride for Kids raised over $113,000 for the Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation. Bob Henig,
the top individual fundraiser, poses for a photo with Paige, Olivia, Ruxy, Maggie, Gabe and Nick — all brain tumor survivors.

TOM McGRATH’S
MOTORCYCLE LAW GROUP

Dedicated to protecting the rights of injured motorcyclists. We ride so we understand.
If you’ve been injured through no fault of your own, call the Motorcycle Law Group.
SM

1-800-321-8968

www.MotorcycleLawGroup.com

Licensed in Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.

®
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By Drew Alexander

Why I won’t ride
I’ve mentioned before how fortunate I am to know some pretty
cool people because of motorcycling — celebrities, racers and
adventurers. One such person has become a good friend very
quickly. Many of you have read, watch or met Neale Bayly like I
have. Last month, Neale asked me to join him for a ride in Pocahontas County, WV to help with an article he was writing.
I met Neale in the little town on Hillsboro, WV for dinner at Pretty
Penny Café. Neale was riding an R 1200 GSW, and my friends at
EagleRider DC arranged the use of a Dyna Switchback for yours
truly. While I wasn’t thrilled with the choice, Neale needed a
“Harley model” for his article.
A couple from the tourist bureau joined us and discussed
the highlights for our trip: Snowshoe Ski Resort, Cass Scenic
Railway and the Green Bank Radio Telescope. It was at this time
we learned our cell phones were useless because of a 13,000
square mile radio free zone around the telescope. Without the
urge to check our smart phones frequently, we settled into a
great ride, met wonderful people and had meaningful conversations. One such discussion was about Neale’s charity, Wellspring
International Outreach, and its mission.
Many of you saw “Neale Bayly Rides: Peru” last year on
SpeedTV. The reason for this show, aside from motorcycles, was
to bring attention to a small orphanage in the mountains of Peru
and the abandoned children that are cared for there. The more I
listened to Neale, the more I knew I needed to get involved.
As we got to know each other better, Neale offered to take me
along on a ride he was planning in South Africa this fall. Starting in Capetown, the ride offers 12 days of epic adventure. To
be able to ride in such an exotic place with someone the caliber
of Neale is an incredible opportunity. Unfortunately, our ride
together was coming too quickly to an end, and I hadn’t made a
decision. At White Sulphur Springs, WV Neale headed south and
I headed north. We promised we would continue our conversation about the South Africa trip.
Four hours on I-81 gives a guy plenty of time to think. The
more I thought about it, the more I knew riding in South Africa
wasn’t what my adventure would be. After talking with my wife
and trying to talk myself out of it, I called Neale to tell him of my
decision. Instead of riding with him for two weeks, I decided to
go directly to White River, South Africa to start construction on a
home there.
Last year, Neale went to White River, where he met an elderly
woman and her six grandchildren. He made a promise to himself
to return with some funds to rebuild her home. After riding with
Neale and hearing about his pact, I made a promise to myself to
go there and help.
As I begin to prepare for my trip, I realize I need to do more,
so I set up a GoFundMe page to help with the building costs and
labor — see www.gofundme.com/bwfrak. I am fortunate to have
the support of my wife, my friends and my employer; without
them I wouldn’t be able to do this.
Someday I hope to ride around South Africa with my friend
Neale, but I think I have a pretty good reason why I won’t ride
this time.
For more information on Wellspring International Outreach,
check out their website at www.wellspring-outreach.org.

Above, Drew with a rented Harley during his pivotal ride/meeting with
Neale in West Virginia. Below, Neale walks with Ouma; it’s her orphanage
that Wellspring International Outreach will be building. Photo above by
Neale Bayly, photo below by Ray McKenzie.

BMW nabs 16 Best Bike awards for 2014
Despite the “stop ride” order for all 2014 R 1200 RT motorcycles equipped
with Dynamic ESA, the new water-cooled R12RT pulled in accolades from
across the motorcycle reporting industry. In addition to the RT, other BMWs
named as the best bike of 2014 in one category or another were the
R nineT, S 1000 R, K 1600 GTL and GTL Exclusive, C 650 GT, and both the
R 1200 GS and GS Adventure,
Motorcycle.com
		 Best Sport-Touring		 R 1200 RT
		Best Touring				K 1600 GTL Exclusive
		Best Standard			R nineT
		Best Scooter				C 650 GT
		 Best Adventure			 R 1200 GS (tie w/KTM 1190 Adventure)
		 Best New Tech			 Hill Start Control
Motorcyclist
		Best Touring				R 1200 RT
		Best Naked				S 1000 R
		 Best Adventure			 R 1200 GS Adventure
		 Best Sportbike			 S 1000 RR (honorable mention)
Cycle World
		Best Touring				K 1600 GTL
		 Best Sport-Touring		 R 1200 RT
		Best Standard			S 1000 R
Rider Magazine
		People’s Choice			R 1200 RT
MSN Autos
		 Best of Season			 R nineT, S 1000 R

Photo of R 1200 RT courtesy of BMW.
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BETWEEN THE GUTTERS |

By Wes Fleming, BtS Editor

Responsibility
Motorcycle riders die nearly every day, all
over the world. According to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA), 4,323 motorcycle riders died
on US roads in 2011. Thirty-five percent
of these fatalities were directly attributed
to excessive speed on the part of the rider — beating out cars (22%), small trucks
(19%) and large trucks (8%) for fault. The
most frightening statistic, however, is that

33% of the riders who died in crashes in
2011 did so with alcohol in their bloodstream.
In June 2013, 38-year-old David
Holmes died riding his motorcycle. He’d
spent the morning with friends, talking
bikes and generally having a good time,
and on his way home, he decided to
amp up his fun by weaving in and out of
traffic at speeds approaching 100 mph.
When a car turned
across his path,
the only thing he
had time to do
was yell “Aaaah!”
before colliding
Skilled Routine Inspection
with the hood of
and Maintenance
the car, flipping
through the air,
and coming to a
If you need a tune-up, Khanh’s EUBMW
rest on the side of
Repair Shop will do the needed work
the road. He died
and check out your bike’s whole system
upon impact.
to spot problems before they happen.
The only reason
we know who David Holmes was is
because he filmed
Khanh’s EUBMW Repair
his trip home that
Shop is at your service in
day — every zig,
the Armature Building.
every zag, every
car passed in a
turn lane, and
ultimately, the
Khanh’s EUBMW
car he hit, his trip
Repair Shop
through the air,
3025 Colvin Street
and his hard land(in the Armature Building)
ing on the shoulAlexandria, Virginia 22314
der of the A47 just
Phone: (571) 294-2386
outside Norwich,
Stop in or call for an appointment.
England. You
may even have
seen the video.
The local police
dstephens | iStockphoto.com

A BMW Bike’s Best Friend:

released it to the public, with one official
interviewed by BBC saying it was released
to “reduce casualties.”
Brenda Holmes, David’s mother, said,
“I hope people aren’t only shocked — because it is real, this is real life and
death — but I hope that they remember
it and carry it with them when they’re on
the road.” Both she and the police seem
to think David’s death can drive home a
critical lesson about traffic safety.
In reading many of the discussions
about this incident — I refuse to call it an
accident, as one party (the rider) was
speeding and the other (the car driver)
wasn’t paying close enough attention – I
see a lot of people, especially riders,
placing all the blame on the driver of the
Renault Clio.
“He should have seen [Holmes],” they
say. “Totally violated his right of way.”
Both of these things are true, but the
conversations that spend time blaming
the driver are missing the greater point.
David Holmes killed himself on that
motorcycle. It wasn’t his intention to die
that day, and certainly not in that fashion,
but he definitely caused his own death
by riding at inappropriate speeds and
behaving in an unsafe manner. The police
estimate he was going 97 mph at the
time of impact. No matter the speed limit
on the A47, he was vastly exceeding it.
In the United States, we often criticize
those who “blame the victim” in any kind
of tragic situation — rape, murder, kidnapping, whatever. In this case, though
Holmes’ death is indeed tragic, I feel the
victim should receive at least 50% of the
blame.
I actually believe the car driver’s claim
that he “didn’t see” Holmes. I’m not excusing it, but I doubt the driver had time
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to notice that a motorcycle was approaching him at such a high rate of speed.
When you’re driving the speed limit, you
have the natural expectation that other
vehicles are doing the same. You can
anticipate the rate at which your vehicle
and theirs will close on each other. When
one of you is speeding excessively, that
perception is distorted and it quickly
becomes difficult to judge closing speed.
Throw a stock sport bike with inadequate
lighting on top of that, and I don’t see
any reasonable way that the driver could
have possibly processed just how fast
the motorcycle was going. I think many of
us might have initiated that fateful turn
as well. Of course, this doesn’t excuse
the driver of his portion of the fault, and
England’s legal system agrees, having
sentenced the driver to 130 hours of
community service and taken away his
driver’s license for 18 months.
They can’t do anything else. Blaming
the driver is easy in this situation because

the rider is dead. We, as motorcyclists,
need to accept that Holmes is responsible for his behavior. We need to have
that discussion because it reinforces our
responsibility as users of public roads.
Those of you who know me well have
heard me complain incessantly about
Rolling Thunder. Not the sentiment
behind it, nor the support of our nation’s
veterans and POWs, and certainly not
the parade that brings out a giant crowd
of smiling, flag-waving Americans. What
I typically complain about is the huge
number of riders that come to town riding
criminally loud bikes. A subset of them
drink and then get on their bikes to ride
back to their hotels. All in all, outside the
actual parade on Sunday, they are not
good ambassadors for our sport.
It’s not really a big deal for them,
though. Come Monday morning, they’ll
saddle up and go home. You and I and
the rest of our greater-DC-metro-area
riding compatriots, however, are left to

deal with the repercussions and ill will left
behind by these reprobates. “Oh, you ride
motorcycles,” I hear them say with scorn
in their voice. They remain deaf to my assurances that my bike burbles along at a
mere 90dB, which is way quieter than you
think it is (the decibel scale is logarithmic,
not linear, so a lawn mower that runs at
105dB is actually many times louder than
a stock R 1200 GS).
We’re all responsible for the perception others have of us. For every quiet
bike with an ATGATT rider atop it drivers
see, I can’t help but worry that the public
sees 10 riders in flip-flops and a t-shirt
weaving in and out of traffic or riding a
painfully loud bike. The masses will lump
us all together and think the worst, and
the more considerately we ride, the better
chance we have of improving the image
of motorcyclists and maybe, just maybe,
helping reduce those fatality statistics a
little bit every year.
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Lockstraps locking tie down strap
Friends, I happily took possession of the awesome looking Lockstrap motorcycle tie down (“Item 101”) from the good people of
Lockstraps. It is made in China, so you know the quality is there.
I am very open to Chinese manufacturing because when I was a
child, made in Japan meant it was junk, and in the early 1980s,
made in Korea meant junk. China is coming into their own, and
no longer are things made in that region of the world deserving
of automatic scorn.
This strap feels substantial and well built and looks heavy
duty and capable. The locking mechanism, while a bit clunky,
makes it easy to manipulate wearing gloves. While I had no issues with build quality or materials, the piece is over-engineered,
and that might be its downfall.
The strap is rated for 500 pounds dead lift, so acting as a
front tie down on my 2003 Triumph Bonneville should be no
sweat, I mean it’s not a K 1600 GT or a Gold Wing. As my Triumph is a naked bike, I test fitted my 1984 R 100 RS, infamous
for its delicate bodywork and hard to reach front anchor points.
The verdict on the fully faired BMW was a no go, as the soft tie
ends have large rivets that look sturdy, but scrape at painted
surfaces. The combo lock buckle is huge and needs an additional soft tie down to get it far enough off the fairing to avoid
damage — as it is, there is just barely enough room to tighten it.

By Joe Trippodo

The strap itself, while well made, is difficult to position. As
you can see from the photo, the thick rivets prevent the soft end
from slipping between the frame and side covers. The secure
locking mechanism is great. It’s just huge — not really a negative point, but let’s examine the purpose of a locking connector
hook. The idea is to give you peace of mind that even if the strap
becomes loose, it will not fall out of the eye and allow your bike
to bounce off the trailer at 65 mph. The actual friction buckle
is huge and the strap guide has a strange arch that allows the
strap to fall off the runner and jam crookedly every time, and I
mean every time. This makes one-man loading and unloading
very difficult. I pulled my Bonneville from Virginia to Indiana,
through Tennessee and back to Virginia. I used the Lockstrap
the whole time, but I relegated it to stabilizing the back of the
bike and relied on my old friend, the Bike Master strap ($12.95
at my local Honda dealer), which has a closed hook and an easyto-handle friction buckle that doesn’t jam crooked every time.
This is a well-built strap and best suited to bulk cargo or
perhaps a much larger and heavier bike, although the slanted
jamming thing bugs me to no end. I would love to keep this strap
in my bag of tricks because I live in fear of my bikes flopping over
and bouncing off the trailer. It has never happened to me, but I
did see it happen to another, and it scares me.

Left, the strap used as intended.
Below, the cam buckle that gets
crooked and jams. Right, the riveted
fittings that — though they secure the
braided stainless steel security cable
embedded in the strap — prevent the
strap from being used in some spaces
with tight clearance.

www.lockstraps.com
Item 101 (8’ strap w/2 locks): $39.95
Item 801 (lock only):				 $15.95
Item 901 (2’ strap w/1 lock)		 $24.95
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Lockstraps’ other offerings
My experience with two of Lockstraps’ other products, ingeniously named Item 801 (just the carabiner-style lock) and Item
901 (the lock with a strap two feet long attached to it), was
much more positive than Joe’s encounter with the 8’ long tiedown strap.
I suffer the ignominy of having a giant head. I’m not saying I’d
give Andre the Giant a run for his money, but in any given manufacturer’s offerings, I’m usually wearing the largest helmet they
make. This means that my helmets can’t be stored in top cases,
even the cavernous ones, and wedging one into my sidecar’s
trunk is an ordeal. It’s much more convenient to lock the helmet
to something rigid on the motorcycle, such as the handlebar or
one of the passenger grab handles.
In this respect, Lockstraps products surpass expectations and
function perfectly. The two-foot strap of Item 901 is exactly the
right length to pass through the chinbar of a helmet and leave
enough length to secure it to the motorcycle. The cable inside
the strap is, according to videos from Lockstraps’ website, nearly
impervious to destruction and will definitely slow even a boltcutter-wielding thief down enough to attract too much attention
to his activities. The lock itself is bulky, and I find myself trying
hard to position it so it won’t scratch my paint, but it’s a great
way to secure a helmet.

By Wes Fleming

The lock on its own (Item 801) isn’t quite as useful for helmets, because it won’t fit through the d-ring of the chin strap.
However, with a cable of any sort, its usefulness ramps right up,
though any strap other than the one on Item 901 looks puny in
comparison.

Above, an 801
with a Kryptonite
cable of the
owner’s supply.
At left, a 901
securing his
Schuberth S2. The
neoprene sleeve
helps protect
from scratches.
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2014

EVENTS CALENDAR

04-05 Oct: Oktoberfest at Camp West-Mar
Sun BoD (09.30) & GM (10) meetings
Sat 11 Oct
Battley Cycles Oktoberfest

Sat 18 Oct
Tech day in Hamilton, VA. See online forum for
more details.
Sat 08 Nov: BoD (10) & GM (11) meetings at
Morton’s BMW, Fredericksburg VA

Sat 18 Oct
Morton’s BMW Oktoberfest

2015
05-07 Jun: Square Route Rally
29 Jun: Iron Butt Rally starts!
24-27 Jul: BMW MOA National Rally in Billings,
MT. www.bmwmoa.org

Sun 14 Dec: BoD (10), GM (11) meetings &
Tech Day (12) at Battley Cycles, Gaithersburg
MD

BREAKFAST RIDES
Breakfast rides are informal gatherings of members who meet for
breakfast and often a ride afterwards. Not all members participate
in the after-meal rides and some
like to show up solely for the ride.
Interested? Arrive early, introduce
yourself and be ready to have fun.
Look for the tables with helmets
and jackets piled on or near them
and don’t be shy.
If you’d like more information,
or to volunteer to lead a ride one
weekend, contact Ed Phelps at
rides@bmwbmw.org.

CLASSIFIED ADS

|

|

You can find out more by perusing the “Rides to Eat” section of the BMWBMW online forums.
1st Sunday at 8
TBA
4th Sunday at 8.30
BALTIMORE BREAKFAST RIDE MARYLAND BREAKFAST RIDE VIRGINIA BREAKFAST RIDE
GOLDEN CORRAL
7908 Rossville Boulevard,
Baltimore, MD 21236. To have
a reminder email sent to you
the week before the breakfast,
send your email address to
Jim Pellenbarg, jpellenbarg@
juno.com.

SEEKING NEW LOCATION
The Cozy in Thurmont, MD
has closed. If you have a
suggestion for a new location
for the Maryland Breakfast
Ride, head over to the club’s
discussion forums and make
yourself heard.

THE MAIN STREET PUB
7140 Main Street, Clifton, VA
20124. Park across the street
by the rail car or behind the
pub. Walk through the convenience store to the restaurant
in the back. The ride to the
pub requires a nice stretch of
twisty back roads.

|

2008 R 1200 R, original owner, 9.4K, Parabellum faring with
three windshields (different heights), Bill Mayer seat plus original low seat, all three pieces of luggage, engine guard, running
lights, etc. Like new, asking $8,800. Call 443.340.9065.

2007 R 1200 RT, 57,970 miles w/BMW side cases. Excellent
shape, all maintenance records. Set up for rider over 6’ tall.
Standard heated grips/seat, cruise control, electric windshield
adjustment. Many extras - Kisan headlight modulator, HID low
beam, Stebel horn w/Eastern Beaver wiring, custom mount
for Zumo 450/550, Suburban Machinery handlebar risers &
peg lowering kit, Wunderlich engine guards, lliim highway pegs,
Centech II fuse panel w/Eastern Beaver wiring, Rick Mayer
leather-covered seat (4” taller than stock), Givi e460 trunk w/
brake light, Powerlet connector, Bracketron mount for XM radio
& antenna, Skene P3 lights, Zurich extended warranties through
November 17, 2014. Additional extras available. $10,000 OBO,
contact henwin@verizon.net or 301.320.2104.

2015 Board of Directors and Bylaw Amendment Ballot
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Bylaw amendment: see page 4 for full details
Amend club bylaws to establish Media Committee Chair as a Board of Directors position.
									Accept												Reject
President:		 				Scott Keimig
									Accept												Write-In ________________________
Vice President:			
Kurtis Minder
									Accept												Write-In ________________________
Secretary:		 				Jim Howland
									Accept												Write-In ________________________
Treasurer:		 				Henry Winokur
									Accept												Write-In ________________________

Membership No.
________________
All club members
and associates in
good standing may
participate in this
election.

Membership Chair:		
Shannon Krammes
									Accept												Write-In ________________________
Newsletter Chair*:		
Wes Fleming
									Accept												Write-In ________________________
*Provided that the bylaw amendment is accepted by the membership, the Newsletter Chair will become the Media Chair for 2015.

Print/copy/tear out this form and mail to: BMWBMW Election, c/o 10717 Seneca Spring Way, Montgomery Village, MD 20886.
You can also email your ballot (photograph/scan) along with your membership number to elections@bmwbmw.org.

Membership application/renewal form.
Please check appropriate selections:
o NEW MEMBER					o RENEWAL					o CHANGE OF ADDRESS
NAME

Sign up or renew
online with PayPal at
www.bmwbmw.org
MOTORCYCLES
(year, make, model)

Associate
STREET 																		BMW MOA #
CITY, STATE, ZIP																 BMW RA #
OCCUPATION																			AMA #
PHONE (c) (h) (w)
E-MAIL
AGE GROUP
o 16–25					o 46–55
o 26–35					o 56–65
o 36–45					o 65+

Referred to BMWBMW by
I’m interested in helping out with
the following committees:
o Gov’t Affairs				 o Rally
o Internet						o Rides
o Meetings & Events		 o Safety
o Membership				o Sales
o Newsletter/BTS			 o Tech

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Regular Member: $20/year				 Associate Member: $7.50/year
Dues may be paid for 1, 2 or 3 years. Associate members must reside at the same address as the regular
member. Associate members have all the privileges of regular members but do not receive a separate
copy of the newsletter. Make check payable to “BMWBMW” and send it with this form to: Joel Gladding,
Membership Chair, 12 Teasdale Ct., Potomac Falls, VA 20165-6242. Membership dues are not refundable.

Between the Spokes
Joel Gladding, Membership Chair
12 Teasdale Court
Potomac Falls, VA 20165-6242
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Greg Krammes shows off his brandnew GPS at a recent Virginia
breakfast ride. For more info on
breakfast rides, see page 18.
Photo by Chase Hinderstein.

